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Asphalt 8: Airborne review: skyrocketing track and stunt action What's happening: Asphalt 8:
Airborne is the latest entry in the Asphalt series, bringing with it an array of new features, improved
graphics, and slick new sounds. You'll no longer need a controller to play, though, as the official title,

Asphalt 8: Airborne, includes support for remote play with PlayStation 4 and Xbox One. Asphalt 8:
Airborne is the latest entry in the Asphalt series, bringing with it an array of new features, improved
graphics, and slick new sounds. You'll no longer need a controller to play, though, as the official title,
Asphalt 8: Airborne, includes support for remote play with PlayStation 4 and Xbox One. The game's

online multiplayer racing gets a nice facelift, with eight player classes to choose from. You'll start out
with the Armadillo car, which is a little underpowered, but is perfectly suited for beginners. The other
cars are nice and fast, and some have special abilities that make them suitable for different types of
racing. Like Asphalt 7: Heat, the single player campaign is a collection of various challenges in which

you have to collect coins to unlock new cars. "If you want to make the game a great multiplayer
experience, you need to find a balance between vehicles and their weapons that will make it fun for

everyone," says Asphalt 8: Airborne director of game design, Billy DeMuro. "Part of that is the
weapons you can pick up and use during races." The game includes six classes of weapons to buy
and use, and they're all useful, though it's a little disappointing that it's only possible to carry four
weapons at a time. Unlike the other Asphalt games, Asphalt 8: Airborne will not have a split screen
mode, so you'll have to play with friends if you want to take advantage of that multiplayer option.

"We didn't want to include split screen, because we love that aspect of the game," DeMuro says. "We
have custom-designed a new multiplayer scheme that will work well online or locally. We haven't
had that since Asphalt 6 or 7." "If you're having trouble with the driving, that's what we're focused
on." Asphalt 8: Airborne should not require any experience with previous Asphalt titles, although
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